
 

 

 

 

DATE: November 18, 2020 

TO: Board of Commissioners 

FROM: Kimberly Branam, Executive Director 

SUBJECT: Report Number 20-49 

Update on the Prosper Portland Ten-Year Financial Sustainability Plan 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION ITEM 

On July 18, 2018, through Resolution No. 7281, the Prosper Portland Board adopted the Prosper 
Portland Ten-Year Financial Sustainability Plan (FSP), establishing a framework to ensure the agency has 
the resources to deliver on its mission in both the near term and the future.  At the November 18, 2020, 
Prosper Portland Board meeting, staff will provide a status update on the FSP based on both a 
conservative approach using existing, known resources and an updated model that incorporates 
changes to Broadway Corridor revenues and current economic impacts due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

The FSP established a framework to guide the agency’s financial and business practices from 2018 
through 2027 in support of its strategic priorities, proposing a new, multipronged approach with a goal 
to fund an annual operating budget of $30,000,000.  Implemented in phases over ten years, the 
approach, if successful, would allow Prosper Portland to replace the amount of existing tax increment 
finance (TIF) resources used to support operations that will diminish as existing TIF districts expire.  
Furthermore, these more flexible resources are better suited to help Portland’s diverse businesses and 
residents thrive. The FSP is based on a business model with four prioritized components:  

1. Optimize both public benefits and financial return of the remaining tax increment funds and 
existing real estate assets 

2. Secure additional public funding to support economic and community development programs  

3. Partner with public agencies to deliver real estate development activities that achieve public 
priorities 

4. Seek additional revenues for capital and operations by leveraging core expertise  

The first component of the business model, optimization of public benefits and financial return, is the 
most significant revenue driver.  In the model, Prosper Portland’s remaining TIF resources and real 
estate assets are categorized as Mission Related Investments (MRI) earning a six percent average, 
annualized return; Program Related Investments (PRI) earning a 2.5 percent average, annual return; or 
Grants and Infrastructure investments that do not earn a financial return.  The following graphic 
illustrates the spectrum of financial return and impact that has been contemplated in the FSP: 
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The plan was framed around how to maintain an operating budget that would sustain a robust 
economic development function consistent with the mission of the agency. A proxy for this was 
determined to be the 2017-2018 operating budget expenditures. Operating budget expenditures 
comprise of Economic Development programs, grant programs, agency-wide staffing and general 
administrative expenditures. The total operating budget was approximately $33 million in FY 2017-18 
and the FSP Scenario A generated resources to maintain a $30 million operating budget by 2030 (in FY 
2017-18 dollars) that included an agency-wide staffing level of 78 full time equivalents (FTEs). 

The FSP has been a critical tool in agency-wide work planning and the annual budget process to help 
determine the allocation of resources and trade-offs that may occur at different levels of return. The 
FSP’s $30,000,000 operating budget benchmark guides development of the operating budget and helps 
informs discussions with the union, City Council, and other stakeholders on impacts of program 
decisions, staffing levels, and most recently, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

At the November 18, 2020, Prosper Portland Board meeting, staff will discuss two updated models that 
incorporate new information on investments from the last two years, impacts from the COVID-19 
pandemic to existing and forecast revenues, and updated forecast assumptions for major projects, most 
notably Broadway Corridor.  The two models included are a more conservative “Budget” model based 
on known or existing resources and an “Expected” model that incorporates updated, new revenues from 
the FSP. 

Budget Model.  The Budget Model (see Attachment A for greater detail) is conservative, counting only 
known or highly reliable resources going forward.  The Budget Model removes prior FSP assumptions 
related to the implementation of new TIF districts, any new MRI or PRI returns from remaining TIF 
investments, new public funding from the City of Portland or other entities, and fees from New Market 
Tax Credit projects.  Current levels of General Fund and Cannabis Tax resources, Enterprise Zone fees, 
and federal Community Development Block Grant resources are included and forecast at conservative 
levels, but still are at risk.  Existing resources based on the net operating income for existing Prosper 
Portland real estate assets are reduced based on current operating experience and slowly increase over 
time corresponding with a three-year recovery from COVID-19.  

Expected Model.  The Expected Model (see Attachment B for greater detail) includes the Budget Model 
components as well as updated assumptions for new resources, including one new TIF district; 
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additional public funding including modest “boomerang” resources; and relatively conservative 
assumptions for MRI and PRI generated revenue from remaining TIF investments and real estate assets. 

Comparison to FSP.  Each model is compared to Scenarios A and B from the original FSP.  The Budget 
Model falls significantly short of both Scenarios A and B due to the exclusion of new revenue and COVID-
19 pandemic impacts to property income.  The Budget Model anticipates approximately 30 percent of 
the revenue included in the 2018 Scenario A model.  The Expected Model’s operating resources fall 
short of the FSP’s Scenario A and more closely mirrors Scenario B, whose forecast resulted in 
approximately half of Prosper Portland’s current operating budget and half of the anticipated 
programmatic and community outcomes.  The Expected Model exceeds the 2018 Scenario B but is 
approximately 70 percent of the Scenario A model, which would result in approximately 30 percent 
reduction in operations spending and activity. 

Over the next three to six months, staff will revisit the FSP by examining and recommending new 
revenue generation strategies and updating real estate operating and investment assumptions with 
more robust forecasts.  Staff anticipate requesting the Prosper Portland Board adopt amendments to 
the FSP in 2021.Key questions will be focused both Prosper Portland’s capabilities and strengths going 
forward (supply side) as well as what tools and products will be needed by the community (demand 
side). An example is the role lending will play in achieving strategic objectives while all generating 
operating income to sustain the agency.  

ATTACHMENTS 

A. Budget Model 
B. Expected Model 
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BUDGET MODEL 

The Budget Model is a conservative look at forecasted resources through the next 10 years. Consistent 
with how Proper Portland includes resources in the annual Budget and Five-Year Forecast, only 
resources that are known in the immediate fiscal year and known or have a high likelihood of being 
realized in the immediate forecast years. These resources include: 

- General Fund and Cannabis ongoing resources 
- Enterprise Zone fees and in-lieu of tax resources (conservative) 
- Interstate District Amendment 
- Declining Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) revenues 
- Discounted payments from existing loan portfolio loan repayments 
- Reduced Property Income that recovers to pre-COVID levels over the next three years. Results in 

a negative NOI through FY 2022-23. 

No resource assumptions are included for: 

- TIF investments from remaining budgeted resources resulting in new MRI and PRI returns 
- New one-time resource allocations in General Fund or other agreements 
- New public resources such as a portion of the taxes returned from retired TIF Districts 

(boomerang). 
- MRI or PRI returns above current operating assumptions for existing properties 
- New lending activity 
- New Market Tax Credit allocations and resulting fee income 

New resources are excluded from the Budget Model since the resources are more speculative and 
unknown at this time. For example, the Broadway Corridor investment of $42 million and $30 million in 
residual property value was modeled in the 2018 Scenario A producing $3.6 million of annual return by 
the mid-2020’s. Boomerang revenues are in question as the City General Fund is stressed as a result of 
the COVID-19 pandemic and the funding and finance plan on Broadway Corridor to help bridge 
repayment of existing debt until property is sold. 

The assumptions included in the model are not considered “worst case” as future General 
Fund/cannabis resources, federal CDBG are subject to annual budget decisions by City Council and the 
Federal Government and property income could take longer to recover to pre-COVID levels. Also, 
Prosper Portland has experienced a significant level of “one-time funding” over the last several years in 
General Fund, Cannabis Funds, and more recently small intergovernmental agreements with other City 
bureaus to provide certain services. Assumptions for new “one-time funding” are not included in future 
year forecasts. 

The exclusion of all new revenue is highly conservative. Moreover, the model currently also assumes 
sale of approximately $30 million in assets over the forecast period (not associated with Broadway 
Corridor) that are not counted, but potentially could generate between $700 thousand and $1.7 million 
annually if reinvested to meet MRI or PRI type targets. 
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The Budget Model using existing and known resources falls short of assumptions included in the 2018 
Scenario B model. This is due primarily to exclusion of any new assumptions around new revenue 
source. Years 2022-2024 approach the Scenario B line due to inclusion of new operating resources 
associated with the pending amendment to the Interstate District.  

The impact of the Budget Model results in an operating budget of approximately 30% of the FY 2020-21 
Adopted Operating Budget through 2030. This would result in a 70% reduction in operations (staffing, 
materials and services and economic development programming and grants).
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EXPECTED MODEL 

The Expected Model is including the same base assumptions in the Budget Model and updates 
assumptions for new resources that were originally modeled in Scenario A and B in the 2018 Financial 
Sustainability Plan look at forecasted resources through the next 10 years. 

New resources assume: 

- New public resources (in the form of Boomerang) resources of 10% instead of higher (15%-20% 
included in prior models) 

- More modest MRI and PRI returns 
o Broadway Corridor MRI returns are removed 
o Budgeted investments across TIF Districts, including PRI lending investments have been 

delayed. 
o Future lending allocations in the Budget and Five-Year Forecast have been delayed. 

- One new TIF District is formed  

 

The Expected Model that incorporates the above new resources shows operating revenues trending 
between the 2018 Scenario A and Scenario B – following closer to Scenario B in the immediate years. 
The Expected Model is under Scenario B over the next two years primarily due to the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic on property revenue as NOI on property is negative during this time period. 

The Expected Model results in an operating budget of approximately 70% of the FY 2020-21 Adopted 
Operating Budget through 2030. This would result in a 30% reduction in operations (staffing, materials 
and services and economic development programming and grants) 

Comparison of Model Components – 2018 Scenario A and B vs. 2020 Expected Model: 
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Boomerang of 10% of current, anticipated amount returned from taxes retuned approaches $5 million 
per year later in the forecast compared to $8 million in Scenario A. Note that the basis/forecast for 
returned taxes has increased since the 2018 model was created due to higher levels of property value 
growth than forecast, therefore a 10% allocation results in more resources than a 10% allocation in the 
2018 models. 
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New TIF Districts in the 2020 Expected Model include both the Interstate Amendment and one new 
1,000-acre TIF District. The 2018 Scenario A model included a generic 2,000-acre district. Peaks and 
valleys in the revenue assumptions are due to how bond sales or line of credit draws are modeled. 
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New MRI and PRI investments (both from new TIF investments and from property value in the real 
estate portfolio) is the largest driver of new resources in both the 2018 scenarios and the 2020 Updated, 
Expected model. The 2018 Scenario A model include more substantial annual returns from Broadway 
Corridor, ODOT Blocks, 92nd and Harold, among other projects. Scenario B decreased MRI return 
assumptions to lower, PRI return assumptions. The 2020 Expected Model shows returns that approach 
Scenario B – using a combination of decreased investment in MRI type projects and delays in PRI 
investments (including lending). 


